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            DORTEX® - Name tags, textile labels, patches and more

            
                Are you looking for high-quality, attractive and customized labels for your products or to identify your clothing?
                Then you've come to the right place. We create name tapes, woven labels and labels to your specifications using
                various materials - in large runs for textile companies as well as in small
                batches for hobby crafters, as well as handmade labels.
            

        

    




    














    
        
            
                
                    
                        Shop window

                        Our shop window proves: We have the most creative customers with the most beautiful ideas.
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            Freely design your woven labels, textile labels, hang tags and labels

            
              Complete design freedom with maximum quality - you bring the ideas, we have the technology. Whether 
			  you need only a small quantity of name tapes, or a large run of woven labels, we will do everything we can 
			  to make you happy.
 
			  You can choose from many different materials, numerous fonts and designs, and all colors of the rainbow. 
			  Of course, you may also upload your own graphics, thus ensuring your labels are completely unique.
            

            
			  We weave, print, laser-engrave and finish fabric labels, hang tags and labels made from a wide variety of different materials, including 
			  classics such as cotton, polyester and satin, but also wood and leather, plus vegan alternatives made from artificial leather and FloraPap®.
			  This is all carried out with the highest of quality standards, tested for hazardous materials and conforming to legal requirements (textile labeling requirements). 
			

			
				And the best thing: None of this requires any specialist knowledge! With our incredibly easy to operate configuration tools 
				you can create a precise preview of your own woven labels and label designs. 
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                        All of the named prices are end prices, plus shipping costs
Standard shipping: only $2.50, free delivery from $50.00                    
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                                                            Phone contact                                                    

                        
                            Dortex mbH
                            
Am Schlosspark 66
                            
44357 Dortmund
                            
Germany                        

                        
                            info@dortex.com                        

                        
                            Contact                        
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Am Schlosspark 66, 44357 Dortmund, NRW 
 +49 (0) 231 / 93 71 00 - 0 | Trusted ShopsNote 4.78 to 126 Evaluations
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            	Name tapes
	Leather labels & Co.
	Metal labels
	Labels with logos
	Care labels
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	Express labels
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                    Accessories and much more
                	Shopping vouchers
	In stock	Labels 2go
	Woven size labels
	Single-color satin ribbon
	Leather leftovers
	Initials and numbers
	Bag of colorful samples


	Accessories	Accessories for DIY
	Accessories for hangtags / pendants
	Accessories for labels and name badges
	Accessories for textile wristbands



    


            

        





    	
            
            

        








	
	
	
